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Faith Presbyterian Church
Monthly Newsletter
From Pastor Sam

Engaging with Open Hearts

Opening our hearts to one another involves letting
down our defenses. I am so grateful for our Faith family and the ways in which you express love for one
another and the surrounding community. You inspire
me to carry on and to live up to my potential, both as a
person and a pastor.
In recent weeks and months, we have become more
intentional about our conversations, reflections, and
actions regarding issues around race. Some folks may
wonder on occasion why we must talk about race and
racism so much or even at all. It may be queried, “Can
we not simply be colorblind and see beyond race and
see that we are all human?” While this question may
be posed with well-meaning intentions, though that is
not always the case, race is not merely about skin pigmentation that we can choose to see or to ignore.
Race involves a whole matrix of identity, relationships, community, history, and ever-evolving dynamics of exclusion and inclusion. While not talking about
race may be a more comfortable option for some,
speaking about matters of race is vital for the church
to foster deeper inclusion, justice, and mutuality.
In the late 1960’s, the First Presbyterian Church in
my home town issued a letter to the first Black woman
student at the local college that she was not welcome
at their church. In the middle of the 1990’s, one of the
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desirable country clubs – in the town where I
was a pastor previously – denied membership to
Black people, and one Black man in particular
was told that it just was not time for that yet.
Similar expressions and behaviors can be multiplied indefinitely within the South and throughout this country, including Southern California.
These anti-Christian expressions and behaviors are made possible when race is not discussed and reckoned with openly and honestly.
The stakes are high for the church because, historically, the church as an institution has been
a substantial proponent of propping up racism
and white supremacy in the United States, as the
systematic theologian at Yale, Willie Jennings,
has recounted in his book The Christian Imagination.
There is good news. At Faith, we are on a
journey into deeper inclusion, justice, and mutuality. Many conversations around the church, including the session, have already begun. We are
actively focusing our worship, education, and
mission around themes of inclusion, nurture,
and justice. This is what the gospel and beloved
community look like in the world.
This is an extension of our becoming a Matthew 25 Church with attention to caring for “the
least of these” and to dismantling structural racism.
While some conversations may be uncomfortable at times, the discomfort can be a sign of individual and community growth. I trust each of
us will engage this journey together with open
hearts.
Grace and peace,

Sam

Office phone: 619-582-8480
Office email: office@fpsd.org
Pastor Sam’s email: scodington@fpsd.org
Website: www.faithchurchsandiego.org
Social Media: www.facebook.com/faithchurchsd/

‘Truly I tell you, just as you did it to one
of the least of these who are members of
my family, you did it to me.’
From Matthew 25:40 (NRSV)
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No In-person Meetings of
Our Fellowship Groups
Until Further Notice

Men’s Breakfast
Monday Mornings

Tuesday Eves

Every Other Tuesday

Bible Study

Wednesday Mornings

Women’s Circle

Second Thursday of the Month

Women’s Group Bible Study
Third Saturday of the Month

Until the church campus reopens

The Deacons are continuing to collect recycling. Please
contact Nancy Flynn at (619) 813-7063 or email at
esch46@hotmail.com to make arrangements for her to
meet you in the church parking lot. Please wear a mask
and practice social distancing when you transfer the bags
from your vehicle to hers.
The money goes directly to the Deacons’ fund.

Aluminum cans - Plastic bottles - Glass bottles (CRV) - Water jugs
This Is Us
Faith Presbyterian Church gathers in the College Area from all across San Diego.
We desire to embody beloved community. We are diverse. We are people of color,
white, gay, straight, married, single, parents, old, young, and with various abilities.
We share a common life characterized by concern for justice, delight in education,
and excellence in music through all stages of life. We carry living traditions with us
as we grow in faith, with the triune God as our best expression.
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AUGUST BIRTHDAYS

Fannie Morgan Mangrello - 1st
Barbara Reisweber- 3rd
Ellis Dugger - 6th
Ivan Pedersen - 9th
Richard Seward - 12th
Donna Koehler - 14th
Janet Sansom - 24th
Barbara Stevenson - 27th
Barbara Vent - 29th
Sharon Cameron - 31st
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My parents, Chuck and
Penny Rucker, would like to
thank those friends at Faith
who responded with calls
and cards as they celebrated
their 70th wedding anniversary on June 7th. “We love
and miss our Faith Presbyterian Church family! Thank
you for your expressions of
love and caring!”
Kathy Hays

If you would like to see your birthday listed in the
newsletter with just the day, not the year, please email
that information to Joe Rodriguez
(jcr14@att.net).

Look
for the
Sunday
Service
video
link
and the
11:00am
Coffee
Time
zoom
link in
Pastor
Sam’s
emails

DATES TO REMEMBER

****
Look
for
the
Wednesday
Morning
Bible
Study
link
in
Pastor
Sam’s
emails
****

NO ACTIVITIES IN-PERSON UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
No Session Meeting in August
August 20th - Newsletter Deadline

Come

TRY OUR WEDNESDAY MORNING BIBLE STUDY
LED BY PASTOR SAM
Tune in on Wednesday Mornings on Our Website
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Financial Report 06/30/2020
Envelope Offering for June 2020 was $19,417.61
Envelope Offering monthly budget 2020 is $21,721.00 per month

Envelope Offering Year to date: (January thru June)
Envelope Offering was
Envelope Offering buget was

$179,154.72
$130,326.00

Budget
% of Per Capita

Summary
Total Per Capita
$6,875
Total Income as of 05/31/2020

This $48,ooo.oo overage is due to some pledges
being paid in full the first part of 2020.

$3,460

50%

Thank you for keeping your envelope offering up to date.
PLEDGE UPDATE
Thank you to all members who have kept their pledges current
during this unique period. Anyone who would like an update on
where they stand with their contributions may contact Beverly
Martyn at 619-582-2186 or email at beamartyn @cox.net.
Thank you for sending your pledges and donations by mail!
You make the ministries of the church possible.

August 2nd
August 9th
August 16th
August 23rd
August 30th

SERMONS FOR AUGUST

Pastor Sam - A Parable of Proximity
Pastor Sam - I was Food-Insecure
Pastor Sam - I was a Refugee
Pastor Sam - I was Homeless
Pastor Sam - I was Incarcerated

Matthew 25:31-46
Matthew 25:31-46; 12:1-8
Matthew 25:31-46; 2:13-23
Matthew 25:31-46; 8:18-22
Matthew 25:31-46; 26: 47-56

We have online services to help grow your faith:
https://faithchurchsandiego.org/sermons-2/

We have online weekly Bible studies to help grow your faith:
https://faithchurchsandiego.org/bible-study/
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FAITH PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH PRESENTS

SECRET AGENTS VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL 2020
Uncovering what is good ~ Micah 6:8
(Home Edition)

Calling all secret agents ages 3 through 12 years old!
Teenagers, we have a mission designed specifically for you!
Each secret agent will receive their own AGENT KIT, filled with supplies to carry
out your daily mission.
As secret agents, we will be UNCOVERING WHAT IS GOOD through our main
scripture verse: MICAH 6:8; learning each day a life-application and a Bible story.
There will also be music, crafts, and games.

VBS Dates: August 10-12, 2020
Kits will be ready on August 9th
Daily video links will be sent via email and can be watched at home through YouTube.
This Secret Agents VBS has a capacity of 50 participants! Be sure to register
early! Registration closes August 5th.

Ready to sign up as a Secret Agent?
Go to our church website: https://faithchurchsandiego.org
Scroll down to SECRET AGENTS VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL 2020 (Home Edition)
Go to “Register here” and click on the word “here”.

If you’ve ever wanted to be a librarian with
your own library, this is your chance! Our
church library needs a new librarian to take
charge of it and give it lots of love.
PLEASE CALL SHARON GEHL, 619-299-9606, FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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The pandemic has made
by Lucila Crena, April 14, 2020
us unintentional
from the Christian Century
monastics
Photo by Sasha Freemind/Unsplash
We are urged into the desert of retreat, and we are afraid.

Solitude, said Henri Nouwen, is the “furnace of transformation.” A good spiritual director, Nouwen advises us that the
place of retreat is the place of struggle, where we fight demons—or, to put it less shockingly, where we can no longer use
our compulsions to escape our littleness, our selfishness, or our deaths. The monastic cell is, ultimately, a place of freedom.
It is, initially, a place of terror.
It is to this place that we have been called. Some of us to a sort of hermitage, if we live alone; some of us to a kind of monastery, if we live with others. But all of us, usually distracted and pulled by the struggle to make a life, are being implored to
go into our home-cells and, for the love of all that is holy, stay there. We now know isolation is no vacation. Unintentional
monastics, we are urged into the desert of retreat, and we are afraid.
The problem is not primarily being indoors. Our desert involves our collapsing routines and communities, the constellations by which we navigate our lives. We are, thus, less equipped and more bereft than our predecessors. St. Anthony gave
all that he had; our wages are taken from us. St. Anthony arranged for his sister’s well-being; our dependents go into the
desert with us. And these communities of dependence can be as much a source of grief as comfort. We have no readily available spiritual director to guide our journey. We have no established communal rule to form us. We have no communities who
have experienced this desert to instruct us.
We are not alone. God is where we are, not in the ideal where we aren’t. But in order to seek God here, with us, we need
to know where we are. We need to recognize ourselves with Peter, being led where we don’t want to go.
What do we do now, then, in our various forms of isolation? The monastic life is as varied as the monastics who inhabit it.
Each order has its own rule, and each rule accommodates its young and old, its sick and strong. Prayer, work, and hospitality—the basic rhythms of the monastic life—take many forms. These rules are not production lines of holiness. They tend
the garden of the soul, not pave it.
What worries me deeply is that we will try to crack the code of the socially distanced life, enacting our compulsions for order in close quarters. Without the grace of elders who have been humbled by the desert, who know that our folly is exceeded
only by God’s goodness, our striving for order becomes a striving for control, quickly turning to violence and withdrawal.
I am a lightweight when it comes to solitude. I have done silent retreats that lasted less than a day. When I tried a whole
weekend, I lasted 36 hours. Each attempt at contemplation only left me more restless and more persuaded of the banality
of it all. At 6 a.m. on Sunday morning, I left. And as I left, I sensed something like sheepish joy. When I was done trying to
be a spiritual hero, the grace I received was this: to know God’s kindness toward this little one, especially as she finds out
her limits.
Our current retreat is not self-imposed. Love compels us to stay inside in the time of pandemic. My grace-filled humiliation involved leaving the retreat where I had willed to go. We will find our own grace-filled humiliations as we stay in the
retreat that we did not will for ourselves.
With at least one desert humbling under my belt, may I offer some of the grace I received? Whatever you do, don’t harden
your heart. When you find little graces, enjoy them with gratitude. And when the structures that propped up your identity
go, and your plans for the socially isolated life fail, and insecurities and self-accusation ring in your ear, exert your will not
to respond: do not tense up to muster virtue, or withdraw in angry despair, or argue back your merits. Confess your faults to
God and neighbor, but don’t negotiate with your compulsions—or, to put it more shockingly, with demons.
Stay still as the anguish whirls. Do not act from desolation. Lament. Ask for the grace that you seek. Listen. You cannot
muster your own consolation. But God stoops to pick up the child who calls for Mommy and holds her and won’t let go.
Reach out your arms.
And, when you are able, make good on whatever very small, very simple freedom you have. It won’t make you good or
justify your existence. But that’s OK. Your creating, redeeming God has already said over you, “It is very good.” Lean on
that. And see what God does next.
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The session has decided to display a Black Lives Matter banner, as
an expression of solidarity with those who have been silenced, discriminated against, and experienced systemic injustice.
A few notes regarding Black Lives Matter. While this movement
was small when it started about seven years ago in response to the
unjust killing of a Black youth, it has grown into a global conversation. Every soccer player in England now wears a Black Lives Matter
patch on his uniform. Nickelodeon (a kid’s cartoon TV channel) even has its own Black Lives Matter
commercials. NBA players will be wearing similar expressions on their uniforms this year.
While Black Lives Matter continues to be a movement for racial justice, it has also become a cultural
expression of solidarity with those who have long been ignored and silenced and experienced systemic
injustice.
This coincides with our church’s values of inclusion and justice, and it is also a timely engagement with
what many in younger generations are talking about. Churches across the country have begun using this
expression and others like it.
San Diego State University has initiated a ten point plan for racial justice, which will include a symposium for Black Lives.
On a personal level, we also think of people in our congregation, who have endured and persevered
through a great deal of discrimination and white silence, as have others in our presbytery and community.
J. Herbert Nelson, the stated clerk of our PC(USA) denomination has expressed support for Black Lives
Matter, and at the most recent PC(USA) General Assembly a few weeks ago, the denomination voted on
June 26th to approve a resolution declaring Black Lives Matter.
NO
DONATION
IS
TOO
SMALL!

NEW DAY
Urban Ministries

SCHOOL SUPPLY DRIVE

Supplies will be distributed to
pre-registered students of qualified low-income families. We
will also distribute to qualified
home study students.

Money donations are still being accepted.
For more information or questions, please
call New Day Ministries (619) 232-2753.

Practicing Prayer with a Spiritual Director
Co-leaders: Mary Elva Smith and David Helkenn
Virtual Gatherings on Zoom
Days and times on Zoom beginning in August:
Monday (8/3) at 7pm – David Helkenn
Wednesday (8/5) at 10am – Mary Elva Smith
Monday (8/17) at 7pm – David Helkenn
Wednesday (8/19) at 10am – Mary Elva Smith

Contact: David Helkenn at: dhelkenn@outlook.com
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Labyrinth at San Francisco
Theological Seminary,
San Anselmo, California.

UPDATE
ON
CAMPUS
CLOSURE

We are living through a season of life none of us imagined even a few months ago. Though many of us are really
longing to be together again in person, the campus continues to be closed for gatherings in person.
While we had hoped to begin in-person outdoor gatherings in the near future, after the recent spike in positive
Covid cases and the new San Diego County health directives, we are pausing that conversation at this time.
We are focusing on ways to enhance our worship experience and gatherings online. Part of this effort has included recording worship services in the sanctuary with live music and a liturgist. You may also notice the lovely
flower arrangement. We also gather regularly on Zoom, a video conferencing platform.
There will be graveside committal services at the church columbarium limited to family only.
The church’s task force and session have been and will continue to be in weekly communication.
The staff are continuing to hold half days in the office, Monday through Thursday, 9am to 1pm. California Community Care Licensing checked the preschool and said it looked well prepared for a small, modified program this
summer.
While personally I am desperately missing being gathered in person for worship and other community events,
our top priority at this point is working together as a team to support our congregation by staying connected and
supporting our community in low risk ways.
We each have a role to play in supporting one another and being spiritual companions for each other through
this challenging season of life.
Your continued prayers and support are deeply appreciated.
Blessings,
Sam

In response to the invitation of the PC(USA) denomination, we are a Matthew 25 Church. In Matthew 25:40, Jesus says, “Truly I tell you, just as you
did it to one of the least of these who are members
of my family, you did it to me.” This is a lens for
our worship, education, and mission. Particularly,
we are focusing on dismantling structural racism.
We are using denominational resources for our
worship liturgy and have been since December. In
August on Zoom, we are beginning what will be
a series of book studies with the book Waking Up
White, and Finding Myself in the Story of Race by
Debby Irving. We have also begun partnering with
Agape House campus ministry. Agape is especially
attuned to the challenges many people of color at
SDSU experience, including housing and food insecurity. For us at Faith, this is the beginning of a journey into deeper inclusion, justice, and mutuality.
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LET’S GET SOME COLOR BACK INTO SUNDAY SERVICES!
Flower sign-up contact person : Nancy Flynn – (619) 813-7063 or email esch46@hotmail.com
Cost: $50 for flowers
Live plant option – negotiable

Payment – checks made payable to Faith Presbyterian Deacons, with “flowers”in the memo line
and can be mailed to the church or to Nancy Flynn at her home address
Order deadline: Wednesday afternoon before your flower Sunday
There are obviously going to be changes to the flower sign-up procedures due to the pandemic. Jeff
Ousley reduced the price of the bouquets so they’ll be a little smaller and more manageable. All flower
orders need to be called or emailed to Nancy Flynn by the Wednesday afternoon preceding the Sunday
for which you sign up. Be sure to check with Nancy first to make sure the Sunday you chose is still open
on her calendar. You’ll also need to call or email Lou by that Wednesday afternoon to let her know what
you want in the bulletin about your flowers – i.e. in honor of, in celebration of, etc.
Since the Deacons won’t be at church to break up the bouquet, you may pick it up after the Sunday
service is recorded on Saturdays at 9:00 a.m. Just let Nancy know of your wishes for the disposition of
the bouquet if you don’t plan to pick it up or have it picked up. If you’d prefer to order a live plant that
you can plant at home or give to someone, this is also an option.
We will continue to order our flowers and plants from Jeff Ousley at Aztec Flowers, as he’s been
very generous and faithful with his flower service to Faith. Be checking your calendars and let’s fill up
Nancy’s flower calendar again and bring some color to the sanctuary during these trying times!!

- - - - - From Our Zoom Coffee Fellowship - - - - -
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A Book Study with
Waking Up White
Debby Irving, author
As we become a Matthew 25 Church focusing on dismantling structural racism through our education, worship, and mission, we will be sharing in a conversation with the Debby Irving’s book Waking
Up White, and Finding Myself in the Story of Race.
We will share in these conversations on Zoom at 7pm on Tuesdays, August 4th-25th. I will send the
Zoom link each Sunday during August.
From the back cover: “For twenty-five years, Debby Irving senses inexplicable racial tensions in her
personal and professional relationships. As a colleague and neighbor, she worried about offending
people she dearly wanted to befriend. As an arts administrator, she didn’t understand why her diversity efforts lacked traction. As a teacher, she found her best efforts to reach out to students and families
of color left her wondering what she was missing. Then, in 2009, one ‘aha!’ moment launched an
adventure of discovery and insight that drastically shifted her worldview and upended her life plan.”
You are invited to join the conversation. You will be responsible for acquiring a copy of the book
for yourself, and you may want to begin reading it soon and reflecting on its content before we gather
for conversation.
A reading outline for August:
August 4th: “Childhood in White” and “Midlife Wake-Up Calls”
August 11th: “Why Didn’t I Wake Up Sooner?” and “Rethinking Key Concepts”
August 18th: “Twenty-Five Years of Tossing and Turning” and “Leaving My Comfort Zone”
August 25: “Inner Work” and “Outer Work” and “Reclaiming My Humanity”
Admittedly, we will not discuss every piece of the book. At the end of each chapter are reflection
questions, and while we will discuss overall impressions and particular passages, we will focus on
select reflection questions at the end of each chapter.

Come to this conversation with an open mind and heart.

THE WOMEN’S RETREAT 2020 HAS BEEN POSTPONED

Women of Faith, the Women’s retreat that was scheduled for the middle of
July has been postponed until April 30 – May 2 of 2021. Once we determined that July was too soon, I had hoped to hold it sometime in the Fall.
However, I have noticed that a lot of groups are moving activities to the
Fall, and schedules were already beginning to get busy. I really hope that
you will put this on your calendars, especially if you have not experienced
one of our retreats before. Mary Elva Smith is a fantastic spiritual and retreat leader, who also likes to add a bit of mischief into the mix. The Abbey
grounds are beautiful, restful and perfect for a weekend to relax, study and
feel close to God and to each other. Join us!!! Any questions, don’t hesitate
to ask Mary Margaret.
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FU N F OR T HE K ID S
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Faith Presbyterian Church
5075 Campanile Drive
San Diego CA 92115

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Faith Presbyterian Church

5075 Campanile Drive
San Diego, CA 92115
(619) 582-8480
Email: office@fpsd.org
Website: www.faithchurchsandiego.org
Pastor: Rev. Sam Codington
Parish Associate: Cara Ann Maeda
Spiritual Director: David Helkenn
Director of Music Ministry: Joe Rodriguez
Media Director: Betsy Bestoso
Preschool Director: Nancy McGeath
Custodial/Maintenance Worker: Roger Moses
Sexton: Robin Craig
Office Administrator: Lou Castillo
Newsletter Editor: Joe Rodriguez

Send all submissions to
Joe Rodriguez, editor
jcr14@att.net

DEADLINE FOR
NEXT
MONTH

AUG
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BIBLE QUIZ

SUBMITTED BY DAVID HELKENN
The following quiz which is based--not on Habakkuk, Haggai, Nahum and other books in the Bible that most people
never heard of, but on the New Testament and the books from the Old Testament that people are more likely to read.
All the quotes are from the King James version.
1. Which Gospel was originally Part I of a two-part account of the origins of Christianity?
2. If a “cubit” was--as is commonly inferred--the distance from a man’s elbow to the end of his longest finger, or about
eighteen inches, about how big was Solomon’s magnificent temple?
A: A duplex apartment building
B: A medium-size circus tent
C: An indoor football stadium
D: An ocean liner
3. What prayer did Jesus instruct his disciples not to say in public but “enter into thy closet, and when thou hast shut
thy door, pray to thy Father which is in secret; and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward thee openly”
(Matthew 6:6)?
4. How many “Of every clean beast...the male and his female” did God command Noah to take into the ark?
5. Where does God tell the Hebrews, “Thrice in the year shall all your men children appear before the Lord God, the
God of Israel,” and “The first of the first fruits of thy land thou shalt bring unto the house of the Lord thy God. Thou
shalt not seethe a kid in his mother’s milk”?
A: The ceremonial and dietary laws in Deuteronomy,
B: The Epistle to the Hebrews
C: They are two of the commandments God gave Moses, who wrote them down on stone tablets
D: The admonitions of the prophet Amos
E: The epistle of Andy
6. From which tree in the Garden of Eden were Adam and Eve forbidden to eat?
A: The Tree of Life
B: The big apple tree in the middle
C: The tree of the knowledge of Good and Evil
D: It’s not named, but it’s whatever tree the snake was in
7. Which of the following epistles did the Apostle Paul not write:
A: Romans
B: II Corinthians
C: I Titus
D: Galatians
E: It’s a trick question; most scholars of the New Testament agree that Paul wrote all of these.
8. Which of these is specifically stated in the Bible regarding God’s “anointed one” (“the Messiah” in Aramaic) whose
right hand God would hold, who would subdue nations before him?
A: That his name would be Yeshua (“Jesus” in translation)
B: That he was King Cyrus of Persia
C: That he would come from Galilee
D: The name of his mother would be “Miriam”
9. When Jesus said in Luke 24:46, just before he ascended to heaven, “Thus it is written, and thus it behooved Christ
to suffer, and to rise from the dead the third day,” which passage in the Hebrew scriptures was Jesus referring to that
prophesied he would suffer, die, and rise from the dead on the third day?
10. True or False: The parable of the Good Shepherd is found in Matthew, Luke, and John.

ANSWERS ON INSERT - PAGE TWO
Insert - Page One

ANSWERS TO THE BIBLE QUIZ
1. Luke and Acts
2. The answer to Question 2 is “A;” Solomon’s temple was about as big as a duplex. See 1 Kings 6:2. 60L 20W
30H
3. None. Verse 9 contains the Lord’s Prayer, and some may contend that we are to pray it in private/secret.
4. See Genesis 7:2 and Genesis 7:8, 9; see also Genesis 8:20.
Gen. 7:2, Seven of every clean animal; and two of every unclean animal.
Gen. 7:3 Seven of each kind of bird.
(Kind may be pair.)
Gen. 8:20, Noah sacrifices some of the animals.
5. Look in Exodus 34 for the amazing answer to Question 5.
‘C’ Ex. 34:23, “Thrice in the year shall all your men children appear before the Lord God, the God of Israel,”
Ex. 34:26, “The first of the first fruits of thy land thou shalt bring unto the house of the Lord thy God. Thou
shalt not seethe a kid in his mother’s milk”?
6. ‘C’: The tree of the knowledge of good and evil, See Genesis 2:17. ‘C’: I Titus There is no Epistle titled I Titus,
although there is a single book Titus. Thus, ‘E’ is an acceptable answer since the King James Version contains a
Pauline epistle to Titus.
7. ‘C’: I Titus There is no Epistle titled I Titus, although there is a single book Titus. Thus, ‘E’ is an acceptable
answer since the King James Version contains a Pauline epistle to Titus.
8. ‘B’: That he was King Cyrus of Persia. See Isaiah 45:1.
9. Various possibilities have been proposed, such as Jonah 1:17 (“Now the Lord had prepared a great fish to
swallow up Jonah. And Jonah was in the belly of the fish three days and three nights.”) But that’s hardly a prediction of what happened to Jesus, and you’ll have trouble getting three days and three nights squeezed into
the approximate 40 hours between a Friday afternoon and a Sunday morning. Other proposals include: Psalm
30:3; 41:10; 68:20; 118:17, and Hosea 6:2.
10. False. The Gospels of Matthew (18:12) and Luke (15:1) do contain the parable of the Good Shepherd, but
no parables at all are found in John.
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